For a complex vector space y of dimension n , the group of holomorphic automorphisms of the Grassmannian Gr(p, "V) can be identified with the subgroup of P Gl(/\p "V) preserving the Grassmannian. Using this, Chow showed K\x\(Qr(p,T)) = PG1(2^) for n ± 2p , and PGl(^) is a normal subgroup of index 2 in AuX(Gr(p,T~)) for n = 2p . We prove a version of Chow's result for a separable Hubert space.%". Theorem. P G\(ß?) is the subgroup of VG\(/\P ßt) which preserves Gr(p,^).
Introduction
Let W be a complex vector space of dimension n. Then a holomorphic automorphism of Gr(p, W), the Grassmannian of p-planes in 'V, is induced by an endomorphism of /\p2^" preserving decomposable p-vectors: Aut(Gr(p,?r)) = PGl(/\pT')GT{p^), the subgroup of PG1(AP^") preserving the Grassmannian.
For example, 5 in Gl^) induces an automorphism (S>s of Gr(p ,%r) , by sending a p-plane W into SW. Classically, <J>5 is called a collineation; the corresponding endomorphism of /\p "V is /\p S. Chow [C] showed all automorphisms are collineations, except when the dual map *: Gr(p ,7/') -> Gr(« -p ,'V) is an automorphism-when n -2p . In that case, there are the additional automorphisms of the form *o$s, the correlations: Theorem 1.1 (Chow) . Aut(Gr(p,W)) = PG1(^") for dim2^ ^ 2p. PGl(^) is a normal subgroup of index 2 in Aut(Gr(p, 'V)) for dim 'V = 2p.
Using the Schubert calculus, Tango [T] gave an alternative proof to Theorem 1.1, generalizing Chow's result to automorphisms of flag manifolds. Kaup [K] used Lie theory to study the Grassmannian of a Banach space. In particular, he showed for a Hubert space <%*, every automorphism of Gr(p, %?) is a collineation when 1 < p < oo.
For ß? a separable Hubert space, we consider the holomorphic map <pR: Gr(p,ß?)^Gr(p,ßf), induced by an invertible linear operator R on /\p ß? which preserves decomposable p-vectors. Such operators arise naturally when studying holomorphic curves in Gx(p ,ßtf) which have the same curvature invariants. We denote by PG\(P\ ^)Qx(pjr) the subset of PG1(AP^) consisting of all tpR which preserve the Grassmannian. If ß? is finite dimensional, then Gx(p,ß?) is compact and connected, so tpR is an automorphism. When ß? is infinite dimensional, it does not follow directly from our assumptions that P_1 preserves the Grassmannian (so that P G\([\f ß^)Gv, #. is a subgroup of Aut Gr(p, ß?).) Nonetheless, we prove a version of Chow's Theorem which shows is indeed a subgroup of Aut Gr(p, ßf) : Theorem 1.2. PG1(A" ^)Gx{Px) = PG\(ßT). That is, if R is an invertible linear operator on Af (ß?) which preserves decomposable p-vectors, then R is a collineation: R = f\p S for an invertible linear operator S on ß?.
Note that R determines S up to multiplication by a scalar: Sx spans OxeH/P/?^) > while Sx and Sx dependent for all x implies S = cS. Consequently, if R is unitary, then f\p(S*S) = 7 implies S*S = ci, so we have the following corollary: Corollary 1.3. If U is unitary on Af ß? and preserves decomposable p-vectors, then U -¡sf U for U unitary on ßff.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses only elementary linear algebra. Along the way we give a short proof of Chow's result using one additional well-known but non-elementary fact: the Picard group of the Grassmannian is Z.
Preliminaries
That AutGr(/>,2H equals PG\(/\P T)GT(p:r) for "V finite dimensional can be proved along the lines of the Pn case as found in [H] . The crucial fact needed is that the group of equivalence classes of holomorphic line bundles on Gr(p, CV)-the Picard group-is isomorphic to Z. This follows from the homology of the Grassmannian in terms of Schubert cycles and from the Hodge decomposition: 771 (Gx(p ,W),si) equals H2(Gr(p ,T~),sf) = 0, where ssf is the sheaf of germs of analytic functions; thus 77 (Gx(p ,'V) ,srf*) = H2(Gr(p,T),Z) = Z.
To fix a choice of the dual map * : let ex, ... ,en be a basis for 'V and Proof. We apply Proposition 4.1 to <p = fR , which preserves adjacency. Conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4.1 are equivalent to (i) ' R(Af~l V A ß?) C f\P~l Vp-i{V) A ßT and(ii)' R(K~X V A ß?) c f\p <pp+l(V). Now(ii)' implies dvmßif -(p -1) < p + 1, so we are done if dim^ > 2p. If dim^ = 2p, then equality holds in (i)' and (ii)', so (i) and (ii) become 9{op(V)) = op(<pp_x(V)) and <p(ap(V)) = if (<pp+l(V)). Since <p is continuous, and the Schubert cycles a (tp X(V)) and lf(tpp+ (V)) represent distinct homology classes, only one of these alternatives holds for all V G Gx(p, ß?). If necessary, we can compose R with the endomorphism of /\p ß? which induces the dual map * to achieve <p(a (V)) = a(q> X(V)) for all V. D 5. Proof of theorem 1.1 Assume dim?^ = n > 2p, so that <pR(a (W)) = a (<p X(W)) for all (p -1)-planes W (if necessary, compose tpR with * when n = 2p ). Thus <pp_x is one-to-one. To show it is an automorphism, it suffices to show it is holomorphic, since Gx Proof. We show for any r-plane W: dimW/nZ = A: implies dimLr\y/(W) > k+\. This is trivial if r = 2. For r > 2, assume true for k, 0 < k < r-2. Let W be an r-plane such that dim W n Z = k -1 . There is an r-plane W such that dim Wr\Z = k and dim WnW = r-1. Thus dimy/(W)ny/(W) = r-1 and dimLny/(W)>k = (k-l)+l. o
The main step in proving Theorem 1.2 is the following proposition:
Proposition 6.2. For 1 < q < p, assume that for all r with q < r < p we have defined maps tpr: Gx(r,ß?) -> Gr(r,ß?), where fp -y>R> which satisfy the followingfor r > q : (1) y>r preserves adjacency, and (2) That is, if we let ß be an r-vector which represents L, then R(a) A ß = 0 for all a decomposable, and hence for all a in f\f ß?. This cannot happen since R is onto (and dvmßif > r + p). a Proof of Proposition 6.2. If <pq does not preserve adjacency, let Vx and V2 be adjacent ^-planes such that dim <Pq(Vx) n<pq(V2) ^ q-l. Since W = Vx + V2 isa (q + l)-plane containing both F, and V2, then (2) Proof. Since ©, preserves adjacency, then ©, ([«,] ) and p, ([w2] ) are distinct lines in <p2 ([vx ,v2] ), so the Proposition is true when q = 2. Assume true for q and q -1 with 2 < q < p. If not true for q + 1, then we may assume that <Pi ([vq+l] ) C fq([vx, ... ,vq] ). But (px([vq+x\) c y>q([vx, ... ,vq_x,vq+x] ). Thus <px ([vq+x] ) C (pq_x([vx, ... ,vq_x] Then PH [[QSy[[ = [\Sxx A---ASxp_xA Sy[[ < \\R\\ \[a A y[[ = \[R\\ \\a\\ [\Py[[ < [[R[\[[a\[[[y[[. If we then take xx, ... ,xp_x suchthat x,, ... ,xp_x ,x,, ... , x , are independent, and let P and Q be defined for the x(, then ll(0 + 0)Sy||<||P||(||a||/P|| + ||a||/P||)||y||.
The boundedness of S follows from invertibility of Q + Q.
To see that S is invertible: let ß^ be the closure of range S. The range of R is contained in Af ß?, so JtL = ßT, and S has dense range. But if Syn converges, then R(aAyn) = ß ASyn converges. This implies aAyn converges, and hence so does Pyn ; similarly, so does Pyn . Thus (P + P)yn converges, which implies yn converges and range S is closed. □
